Invitation to Bid # COVID-19-JFO-PPE & Hygiene Products –
For Local Suppliers in Jordan only

Responses to vendors’ queries
Clarifications Nr. 2 - 25 March 2020

Question 2

The IR thermometers are in stock at our vendor in china, we will import them within 1 week, in light of the curfew the shipment will be held by customs at the Airport until the curfew terminated, are you okay with that? Or you have your plan to get customs exception to get the shipment out of customs during curfew?

Answer 2:

No, this tender is raised for local vendors only to be delivered from local market

Question 3

Can we import the goods under the name of UNRWA? I mean to consign the AWB to UNWAR?

Answer 3:

No, as this tender is raised for local vendors only to be delivered from local market

Question 4

Regarding the gloves; please advise if you are requesting per box or per piece.

Answer 4:

Regarding the gloves; the required quantity in PIECE